
  
 
 
 

Case Study 

 

Case studies are an extremely valuable sales tool for dealers in other areas/countries as they 
may have a customer with a similar application. 

Questions to ask yourself/dealer/customer: 

1. Customer Details / Location 

Highway Materials, Inc. is a producer of Construction Aggregates and Hot Mix Asphalt products 
in Eastern Pennsylvania.  

Established in 1936, HMI has been a leader in the construction materials supply industry for 
over 72 years. They produce asphalt paving materials and crushed stone that meet the 
specifications of AASHTO, PennDOT, NJDOT, and FAA. Additionally, they are distributors of 
Geotextiles and various specialty paving products.  

 

2. Background of the project 

The Highway Materials Inc original set up was 2 sand screws side by side to make asphalt style sand. 

The waste water was previously sent to a derrick unit which was very old and inefficient.  He recovered 

the super fine sand from this which he could sell at a high price for specialty sand. 

 

 

Client/Brand

: 

 

Project timing  

Project title: UFR Month/year 2016 

Dealer Name Emerald Equipment Customer 

Name 

Highway Materials 

Key Machine Ultra Fines Recovery Unit Segment & 

Application 

Fines recovery 



 

 

3. The challenge/trigger 

See above 

 

4. Description of Materials : 

I have attached 3 gradations of the original material (ESPON001, ESPON003, ESPON004):  1 of these is a 

belt cut of the unwashed material to the wash screen. The other 2 are captured from the overflow on 

both screws and cut at 400mesh. 

 

 

5. Solution and machines specification 
 
 

Our applications team looked at the 3 gradations provided and suggested that the newly 

launched UFR would be suited to the job. The UFR like the one launched at Hillhead show is 

designed to handle 1760 USGPM of slurry, which contains 22 STPH of solids or if you like 1725 

USGPM of water associated with 22 STPH of solids.  The system is designed primarily to handle 

material up to 60 mesh 

 

6. What are the end products used for: 

 Fines / Mid sized / Oversized 
 Any significant buildings/structures/bridges etc – Good PR angle 

 

7. Financial Benefits to customer (OPTIONAL) 

I don’t know specifics but the older set up was very inefficient and required a lot of attention. 

Now the UFR is simply turned on in the morning and off in the evening. No spare parts have 

ever been purchased for the machine. Even the wear parts are good while running 8-10hrs a 

day 5 days a week. 

8. Results/Evaluation 

They are very positive about the machine from set up, running and the final product. 



The most noticeable difference was the ponds and the reduction. Below shows the ponds when 

the UFR was first installed and then what ponds they have closed. (It was done from Google 

maps and Microsoft Paint so it’s rough looking) 

 

 
 

9. Please supply Good Quality (High Res) Images and video where possible. 

Images should be over 1MB for printing purposes. 

I will we transfer the images and video I have 


